Text Set 2:
Representation of Mexico in U.S. Children and Adolescent Literature
Annotated Bibliography
Overview: This text set iis an opportunity to embrace the beauty of Mexico and its
people. For many, Mexico is more than just a country it is home; filled with love,
sweetness, and hope. Mexico lives within each Mexican individual as they go about
their day with passion, love, and hard work. From the youngest newborn child to our
abuelitas and abuelitos, being Mexican is pure joy and bliss. This text set is just a small
snapshot of Mexico, its people, language, culture, traditions, values, food, music, art,
and stories which make Mexico truly exceptional and unique. We encourage you to
explore this text set as you dive into indigenous Nahua stories to stories about family,
life, food, and culture.Therefore, we invite you to explore this text set as you look closely
at the heart of Mexico, its people, and its culture. May this text set serve as a reminder
of our own ethnic roots and culture alive in each one of us. ¡Viva México!

*Please find links to multimedia, online resources, and videos at the bottom of this
annotated bibliography. You will also find videos to read alouds and book summaries to
most of the books, these links are located within the book summary

Picturebooks: Legends, histories, dance, and culture
The Princess and the Warrior
By: Duncan Tonatiuh
Izta and Popoca are determined to be together no matter the
circumstances. But, there is one thing they must overcome to
be together, Popoca must defeat Jaguar Claw in order to wed
Izta. Popoca, a fierce warrior, is determined to fight for Izta,
but Jaguar Claw is ready to thwart any plans. Will they be
able to fight for one another? Based on the legends behind
the mountains Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl that overlook
Mexico City, this story follows the heart behind the beautiful
legend of Izta and Popoca’s love.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
READ ALOUD with Mr. Manny | The Princess and the …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ddk1AEjeak
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Feathered Serpent and the Five Suns: A MesoAmerican
Creation Myth
By: Duncan Tonatiuh
Follow one of the most important deities of MesoAmerica,
Feathered Serpent as he seeks out to create humankind.
Feathered Serpent knows there is a way to create
humankind, but he is going to need to find just the right
materials. The other gods disagree with Feathered Serpent
after so many failed attempts, but Feathered Serpent has
hope there is a way. Follow along with this vibrant
picturebook about the many legends and origin stories of
early Mesoamerica.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Feathered Serpent & The Five Suns by Author Duncan …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szovLIQ3gXs

Danza! Amalia Hernández and El Ballet Folklórico de
México
By: Duncan Tonatiuh
Follow along with Amalia Hernández as we embark on her
journey to creating her own Ballet Folklorico dance studio.
Amalia falls in love with the way the women in México
danced folklorico. Amalia, having learned ballet is persistent
on learning more about the dances in México and uses her
signature moves to adapt and play with folklorico which then
leads her to opening her own ballet folklorico studio which
integrates her dance moves and the beauty of two styles of
dance synchronized into one. This book beautifully illustrates
the power of dance and culture.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
READ ALOUD with Mr. Manny | Danza! | LRRMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imMhhp2PGpA
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Child of the Flower-Song People: Luz Jiménez, Daughter
of the Nahua
By: Gloria Amescua, illustrated by Duncan Tonatiuh
This illustrated biography tells the story of Luz Jiménez, who
captures the “soul of México” whom through her
perseverance and dedication to her culture finds a way to
preserve traditions, stories, and language of the Nahua
amidst having her relocated to Mexico City because of the
Mexican Revolution. Luz finds new jobs in Mexico City such
as modeling for art captured in Diego Rivera’s works and
many other artists, while maintaining and embracing her
cultural identity and the identity of México.

La Malinche: The Princess Who Helped Cortés Conquer
The Aztec Empire
By: Francisco Serrano, illustrated by Pablo Serrano
La Malinche, also known as Princess Malinali, was known to
play a large role in Hernán Cortés’ conquering of Mexico for
the Spanish conquistadores. She became an interpreter for
Cortés, learning Spanish fairly quickly which allowed her to
communicate with the Spanish. She bore a child of Cortés
and although some may see her as a traitor to her people, for
others her involvement is the beginning of a whole new
culture.
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El Cucuy! A Boogeyman Cuento in English and In
Spanish
By: Joe Hayes, illustrated by Honorio Robledo
A legend told to children as a precaution the cucuy is a being
that comes around to snatch children and take them away.
The cucuy is depicted as a horrific being and one that you
must look out for. A story that has been passed down for
generations to children, still perseveres to remind children to
stay indoors and not wander at night, otherwise the cucuy will
come and get you.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Joe Hayes Narrates El Cucuy!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsQ-h8L4Xfg
La Llorona/ The Crying Woman
By: Rudolfo Anaya, illustrations by Amy Córdova
Told by Rudolfo Anaya, this story retells the legend of La
Llorona, a woman and mother who loses her children in the
river and cries out for them at night. This story depicts the
loss of loved ones as well as the warning to beware going out
at night alone or La llorona will surely come and get you as
she searches for her lost children.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
La Llorona by Rudolfo Anaya
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5EE4hxEvZ0
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La Llorona / The Weeping Woman
By: Joe Hayes, illustrated by Vicki Trego Hill
Joe Hayes retells the story of the “llorona” in his picture book,
depicting the legend most popularly known to Mexican
American and Mexican children about a woman who lost her
children in the river and is seen and heard at night looking for
them. The story digs into how this story is used to share
wisdom and teach students a lesson in a suspenseful way.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
La Llorona The Weeping Woman read aloud written by …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiNKEAiPOlI
Youtube: Author Talk:
Storyteller Joe Hayes: La Llorona The Weeping Woman
https://youtu.be/oI8UnhTVn5c
Picturebooks: Traditions, Family, Teachings
A Gift From Abuela
By: Cecilia Ruíz
A powerful story about the relationship between a grandmother
and her granddaughter, this story follows the heart of a
grandmother who is in love with NIna her granddaughter. She
loves Nina so much that she wants to save her pesos to get her
something special. But life gets in the way and abuela cannot get
her the gift. But, Abuela realizes that the best gift of all is the love
between her and Nina and that is all Nina really needs.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
A Gift From Abuela w/ Words, Music & EFX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4XWxxd7eVI
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Butterflies on Carmen Street/ Mariposas en La Calle
Carmen
By: Monica Brown, illustrated by April Ward
A beautiful story about home, this picturbook follows Julianita who
is learning all about the monarch butterfly at school with her friends
and teacher. She watches her butterfly begin its life as a caterpillar
to its chrysalis and finally to being released to fly. Julianita is
worried that her butterfly might not make it to México, but her
abuelito reassures her that “Tiger” her butterfly knows its way back
to Mexico because it is in his heart.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Butterflies on Carmen Street book movie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhJ8ZnZTM-c

Playing Loteria / Jugando Loteria
By: René Colato Laínez
TbThis story follows a young boy visiting his grandma. One
problem, he speaks very little Spanish to almost no Spanish, while
grandma doesn't know English. However, this doesn’t impede their
relationship as they work the fair, la fería. A game called loteriía
brings them together in abueltia’s lotería stand. Connections are
made and language and culture bring them closer than ever.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
English: Playing Loteria (Bilingual) Read aloud, read along ju
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rivVf3AScs

Funny Bones
By: Duncan Tonatiuh
This story follows the iconic calaveras drawn and created by Jose
Guadalupe Posada (1852-1913). Posada drew in a difficult time
where freedom of speech was not allowed. HIs political cartoons
depicting various opinions got attention, but the ones that struck
the most were the images of the calaveras doing various activities.
This later became influential and inspirational for the celebration of
el día de muertos (Day of the Dead).
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
"Funny Bones" by Duncan Tonatiuh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NR79Z2jiIHc
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Just In Case
By: Yuyi Morales
Celebrate Abuelita’s birthday as we follow along with Señor
Calavera and the whole group on this magical day, to
commemorate birthdays and the love for abuelitas everywhere.
This beautiful alphabet picturebook will surely have its readers
learn all about birthday celebrations bringing a smile as we
reminisce the memories of those we love.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Just a Minute: A Trickster Tale and Counting Book | Yuyi Mor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSjfJgKw9wQ

A New Home
By: Tania de Regil
A heartwarming story about leaving your home to a new one, this
story follows a boy and a girl moving to two different places and
even countries! They are both scared about the changes, but
realize it isn’t so bad and that home isn’t just a place, but who you
are with. So as the boy moves from New York to Mexico and the
girl from Mexico to New York, they find that things are not as
different as they expected it to be.

Youtube Read Aloud Link:
A New Home: Sep 17, 2020 9:43 AM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwvOlJuRmgs
Youtube Book Trailer:
A New Home by Tania de Regil, Book Trailer
https://youtu.be/k-8WAbCEO7A
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Picturebooks: Art, Poems, and Mexican Histories
Frida Kahlo and Her Animalitos
By: Monica Brown, illustrated by John Parra
Beautifully illustrated, this story follows the story and works of Frida
Kahlo who is famously known for her self-portraits and artwork
depicting México. Follow along this story to learn more about Frida
Kahlo and who she was and why she is so important to the story of
México.
Youtube Read Aloud:
Frida Kahlo and Her Animalitos (Literally Cultured Read Alou
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gww1nyEKElo
Youtube Flocabulary song on Frida Kahlo:
https://youtu.be/MpE7exhIGnE

Me, Frida, And The Secret of The Peacock Ring
By: Angela Cervantes
Paloma Marquez travels to Mexico feeling confident that she will
find Frida Kahlo’s ring with the help of her new friends Gael and
Lizzie. She is happy to be in Mexico as she reminisces about
where her family comes from and the beautiful culture that Mexico
holds. Will she be able to find Frida Kahlo’s ring and what will
Paloma learn about herself in this journey. Written as a novel for
upper Elementary grades and Middle School, this book goes
through Paloma’s feelings, experiences, thoughts, and adventures.
Youtube Summary/Read Aloud:
Angela Cervantes - "Me, Frida, and the Secret of the Peacoc…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIl2SmDJNlA
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Diego Rivera, His World and Ours
By: Duncan Tonatiuh
Diego Rivera was a mischievous child drawing images and grew
using his passion for art by studying in France and Spain, which
later led him to observe various cultures and different regions
within Mexico that he would later capture in his artwork.
Youtube Read Aloud:
Diego Rivera His World and Ours
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwBRgwmKErc

Diego
By: Jeannette Winter, text by Jonah Winter
Follow the story of Diego Rivera an artist of his time who depicted
various paintings resonating the beauty of Mexico and its people
and culture. This story follows Diego’s life and work.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Art with Ms. Kate/Diego in Spanish and English, by Jeanette
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M26HtMlPWS4

Elena’s Serenade
By: Campbell Geesling, illustrated by Ana Juan

Elena is intrigued by glassblowing and she dreams to do the same.
Only one problem, girls can’t be glassblowers, or can they? Elena
dreams to be a glassblower like her papá, but he tells her she is
too small, little, and girls can’t be glassblowers. Elena is
determined even if it means going against her papá’s wishes.
Follow along through the beautiful illustrations and art about the
beauty of glassblowing, the intricate butterfly glass, and about a girl
who perseveres to follow her heart.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Elena's Serenade
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRjAFgM8Ink
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A Library for Juana
By: Pat Mora, illustrated by Beatriz Vidal
This story follows the life of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz whom
through her stories she has impacted the lives of many children in
México. Growing up, Juana fell in love with reading and writing, but
because girls were not allowed to partake in any forms of writing
and reading, she became a nun, where in solitude she was able to
take refuge in books and in her writing. Known as one of the most
influential writers of her time, Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz’s work is
still widely known and read to this very day by many in México and
around the world.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Read-Aloud with Mr. Eric - A Library for Juana: The World of …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7C76lgs0QfM

The Poet King of Tezcoco: A Great Leader of Ancient
Mexico
By: Francisco Serrano, illustrated by Pablo Serrano

Using a combination of biography and poetry, this book
captivates the life of Nezahualcóyotl who was a brilliant poet,
architect, and engineer. Using his talents, he set out to
become king and reclaim his throne from his uncle. He
became king and used his position to help build libraries and
so many other spaces to create a better and more advanced
society.
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Feathered Serpent Dark Heart of Sky
By: David Bowles
The stories in this book trace the history of the world from the
beginning shining light on the dreams of the dual god,
Ometeotl, to the arrival of the Spanish conquistadors in
Mexico and the great fall of Tenochiltan, IN this course of
history, we read Aztec tales about the arrival of the Spanish,
the rule of Moctezuma, and the destruction of the very stories
within this book as the Spanish sought to wipe out an entire
culture, religion, and language.
Youtube Summary/ Read Aloud Link:
Mexican Myths: David Bowles on his book, "Feathered …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l07Foj6-zak
The Tree is Older Than You Are: A Bilingual Gathering of
Poems & Stories from Mexico with Paintings by Mexican
Artists
Selected by: Naomi Shihab Nye
A Compilation of various stories and paintings from México
this picturebook captures different stories about life in
México.
Youtube Summary/Read Aloud Link:
The Tree is Older Than You Are - Book Talk (VIRTUAL …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNpwwoXrnIg
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Mexican Food Picturebooks
Salsa
By: Jorge Argueta, illustrated by Duncan Tonatiuh
A fun poem following a sister and a brother making a salsa,
this book is a perfect example of getting all of the right
ingredients together to make something delicious, rich, and
flavorful. Follow along as brother and sister dance and sing to
create the perfect salsa.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Salsa by Jorge Argueta
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-bbpLYrURs

Guacamole
By: Jorge Argueta, illustrated by Margarita Sada
Written as a poem, this story follows a little girl who is going
to make guacamole as she sings and dances to create this
delightful treat. Guacamole came from the Aztecs with simple
ingredients such as lime, avocados, cilantro, and salt (of
course many have added various ingredients since then to
make it even more delicious). Argueta takes us on a journey
to make guacamole using beautiful metaphors and similes
comparing guacamole to stones and sprinkling of salt to rain.
Follow along on this delicious poem you won’t want to miss!
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Guacamole Written by Jorge Argueta and Margarita Sada
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIpp2IIRdnM
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Just A Minute
By: Yuyi Morales
This bilingual counting book is filled with culture as we follow
abuelita and her beloved family. The picturebook integrates
various festivities and foods using counting in spanish to
create a vibrant and exciting book that allows readers to feel
proud of their culture.
Youtube Read Aloud Link:
Just a Minute by Yuyi Morales
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OaSQuYAIu0

Nacho’s Nachos: The Story Behind the World’s Famous
Snacks
By: Sandra Nickel and Oliver Dominguez
Have you ever wondered who invented the nachos? Well, read to
find out how Ignacio "Nacho" Anaya invented the delicious nachos
we know today as we take a look into his delicious masterpiece and
the story behind it all.

Youtube Summary/Read Aloud Link:
Nacho's Nachos (Read Aloud)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBWo82YmHLI
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Graphic Novels: Fiction & Nonfiction
Photographic: The Life of Graciela Iturbide
By: Isabel Quintero & Zeke Peña
A biography in graphic novel and photographic form, this book
follows the life of Graciela Iturbide who was born in México in
1942. Unfortunately, Itubirde lost her mother at a very early age. To
help with the loss, Graciela Iturbide found solace in photography,
which took her to various places around the world, especially in
México and the city of Juchitán. Her work is widely known and her
story is a reminder of the strength and beauty of what we can see
behind the lens only if we dare to look.
Youtube Summary/Read Aloud Link:
Making of Photographic: The Life of Graciela Iturbide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B92LVXMAN44

Tales of the Feathered Serpent: Rise of the Halfling King
By: David Bowles, illustrated by Charlene Bowles

This middle grease graphic novel takes you on an adventure
from a magical boy’s perspective. Mayan mythology and
adventures of Mesoamerican myths and legends are
depicted throughout the story as we follow Sayam. Sayam,
who is born from an egg and has special powers, must
bravely express his magical knowledge in order to pass three
tasks to acquire the throne as it has been prophesied. With
his loyal monkey and a wise grandmother by his side will
Sayam be king and make the prophecy come true?
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Clockwork Curandera Volume 1: The Witch Owl
Parliament
By: David Bowles and Raul the Third
Mystical and magical, this graphic novel explores and adventures
of Enrique,Cristina, and a Shaman. When Enrique’s sister is killed,
he takes it upon himself to use magic to bring her back to life,
which in that area this type of thing is not allowed as it is against
Christian beliefs. Cristina comes back half human and half robot
and they are determined to track down the witch owl coven, who is
planning to dismantle Satander the land they live in. At the same
time various people are disappearing including his beloved Gaspar.
Will Enrique and the trio be successful?

Novels:
Thirty Talks Weird Love
By: Alessandra Narvaez
Anamaria gets a surprise visit one day. It is her future self
ready to let her know what will be coming in her future. Set in
Mexico and in the 90s, Anamaria listens to her future self
give advice amidst a fearful change in México where girls are
beginning to go missing much more often than usual. This
powerful novel will teach young readers about the importance
of what one can learn from themselves as well as how to deal
and cope with situations around you.
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Novels About the Border Set in Mexico
We Are Not From Here
By: Jenny Torres Sanchez
Pulga, Chico, and Pequeña are just teens trying to have a better
life than the one they have right now. They decide they must leave
Guatemala and cross into México only to get to la bestia, the train
that will take them up north to cross the border. Will they be able to
survive in a country not their own?
Youtube Summary/ Read Aloud Link:
We Are Not From Here by Jenny Torrez Sanchez (Audiobook…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KpM2AQd8Gk

Disappeared
By: Francisco Stork
A gripping novel about survival, loss, and friendship, this novel
follows various characters as they try to run away from the various
death threats and dangerous ventures in Mexico. Their only option
is to get to the U.S. border to make it for safety. Time is ticking and
they need to leave right away before another bad thing happens.
Youtube Summary/Book Review Link:
Francisco X. Stork's DISAPPEARED | Book Review 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkHzp-owwVU
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Summer of the Mariposas
By: Guadalupe Garcia McCall
When Odilia and her four sisters are swimming they discover a
dead body. They are near the border and believe the body must
have a connection to México. Eager to deliver the body back to its
loved ones, the girls cross the border from Texas to México safely.
But, it is the journey back to Texas that makes it difficult to get back
home. With stories of La Llorona in the desert and the various
dangers to come can the sisters make their way back home?
Youtube Summary/Read Aloud Link:
"Summer of the Mariposas" Book Talk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLriK1DChN0

Sofi Mendoza’s Guide to Getting Lost in México
By: Malin Alegría

Sofi was born in Mexico but has been living in California all
her life. She takes a trip to Tijuana, but wanting to reenter the
United States she is denied entry due to her citizenship
status. Waiting at her relatives’ home, she learns more about
her native land and its people. Will Sofi learn to live and stay
in Tijuana or will she be able to return to a home she’s known
most of her life in California?
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Playing for the Devil’s FIre
By: Phillippe Diederich
Boli is thirteen years old and he enjoys his life with his friends, but
suddenly he begins to notice things changing around him, like boys
driving cars with girls, people missing, and then his parents’
missing tops the list. Eager to find his parents, Boli comes across a
luchador who is supposed to be tough and strong, only to find that
the luchador is hungry and only interested in finding food. But, will
Boli and the luchador come together in search for Boli’s parents?

Mexican Roots In Arizona
Songs My Mother Sang To Me
By: Patricia Preciado Martin

Patricia Preciado Martin, covers multiple stories from
Mexican American women who grew up in Tucson, Arizona
or have lived here for many years. Various stories cover
everything from culture, to food, language, and the landscape
of the area as Tucson began growing and expanding. From
traditions passed on to remedies, this story captivates a lot of
the Mexican American women’s stories, voices, songs, and
religious beliefs to share just what it was like to grow up in
Tucson, Arizona which belonged to México prior to the
Gadsden Purchase
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Images and Conversations: Mexican Americans Recall
Southwestern Past

By Patricia Preciado Martin (author) and Louis Carlos Bernal
(photographer)
A collection of photographs and stories that pair well to
create a story of Mexican Americans in the southwest, this
book gives a glimpse to the past of what it was like to be
Mexican American

El Milagro and other Stories
By: Patricia Preciado Martin

This book is a sweet collection of the memories, stories, and
food mixed into one. Patricia does it again as she captures
and captivates the beauty of Mexican American history,
culture, memories, and stories

Multimedia Videos: Mexican Cooking Videos
● JaujaCocinaMexicana. (2016, July 5). Enchiladas Rojas. YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwGU4Kgig3c
● PREMIERE FALL 2020 Pati's Mexican Table Season 9 -Sonora: Mexico's Great Frontier Official Trailer. YouTube. (2020, May 20). https://youtu.be/UblKG6jax14
● YouTube. (2020, December 14). Tamales Autentico de Rancho con mis Hijas De Mi Rancho
A Tu Cocina. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_B6NWXSLTkc
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Multimedia Videos: Podcasts
● Anderson, A. (2016, October 31). Patricia Preciado Martin. Tucsonense.
http://www.tucsonense.com/podcast/2016/10/30/patricia-preciado-martin
● Anderson, A. (2017, May 25). Francisco Cantú. Tucsonense.
http://www.tucsonense.com/podcast/2017/2/18/francisco-cant
Multimedia Videos: Traditions & Culture
● Día de Reyes - Day of the Kings in Mexico. YouTube. (2018, January 7).
https://youtu.be/I_ltbPANG2w
● Día de los Muertos: A History. YouTube. (2018, February 28).
https://youtu.be/lfdWV0QkwH4
● History of a Quinceanera. YouTube. (2012, April 29). https://youtu.be/_tI6hZvFJIM
● Las posadas mexicanas. YouTube. (2016, December 5). https://youtu.be/bHUXsyNSQ84
Music Videos: Spotlight on Mexican Music
● Al gato y al ratón. YouTube. (2014, November 7). https://youtu.be/gzZ4a-TKeL0
● Ana Bárbara - Bandido (Official Video). YouTube. (2009, December 20).
https://youtu.be/dfFDtDCVwEo
● BalboaRecords. (2018, November 22). Joan Sebastian - Tatuajes (Letra Oficial). YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AN9jsmZhSmg
● Bronco - Que No Quede Huella (LETRA). YouTube. (2021, April 8).
https://youtu.be/NLgelIGcfO0
● Christian Nodal, Ángela Aguilar - Dime Cómo Quieres (Video Oficial). YouTube. (2020,
November 12). https://youtu.be/Ge4AKbnr6ME
● DE AMERICA YO SOY - LOS TIGRES DEL NORTE . YouTube. (2012, October 28).
https://youtu.be/GBIIZb35QPo
● La Chona. YouTube. (2020, March 4). https://youtu.be/41xlHlhGz7o
● Pepe Aguilar - Por Mujeres Como Tu - Oficial. YouTube. (2009, February 23).
https://youtu.be/apFHxRBXkzg
● Techno Cumbia. YouTube. (2017, March 27). https://youtu.be/ZUT8_HZnXug
● TUSD1 - Mariachi Aztlán de Pueblo High School performs outside at the TUSD Governing
Board Meeting. YouTube. (2021, April 29). https://youtu.be/jPnRrWqZzcI
● YouTube. (2020, December 9). Jenni Rivera - Ya Lo Sé (En Vivo Nokia Theater Los Angeles
2010). YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEYjLiJ9Owk
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Digital Archives
https://azmemory.azlibrary.gov/digital/collection/ahsmexican
La Herencia del Pueblo: Mexican Heritage Project Photographs is an exhibit of photographs
selected from the Mexican Heritage Project photos in the collections of the Arizona Historical
Society Library and Archives in Tucson. The Mexican Heritage Project was a groundbreaking effort
at the Arizona Historical Society to help preserve and tell a story which was in danger of being
forgotten or marginalized-the story of Tucson's Mexican American community from the Gadsden
Purchase until World War II. From 1979-1983, a group of dedicated scholars, field historians,
archivists, librarians and community members united in an effort to gather photographs and oral
histories directly from Tucson's Mexican American community.
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